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“There is great potential for restaurants to ramp up sales
during the weekday morning daypart by understanding
consumer needs and adapting their offerings. This means
everything from menuing a good selection of both food
and drink items to increasing service speeds and creating
healthful and portable meal options.”
– Bethany Wall, Foodservice Analyst

In this report we answer the key questions:
•
•
•
•

What can restaurants do to increase sales?
How can restaurants attract a weekday breakfast crowd?
How can consumers’ on-the-go behavior be accommodated?
How can restaurants address health needs for weekday breakfast?

Despite the weak economy, breakfast at restaurants has seen a boost following the recession. This
uptick is due in part to a declining unemployment rate, coupled with an increase in on-the-go lifestyles.
Also, there has been an increase in the number of restaurants offering breakfast and expanding menus
to include a greater variety of better-for-you items and specialty coffee programs. To draw in
consumers during the weekday rush, limited service restaurants have introduced portable items, as
well as upscale offerings. Restaurants have also used pricing incentives, such as bundling, value
menus, and coupons, for price-sensitive consumers. Other concepts are choosing rebranding initiatives
to help shift consumers toward morning consumption.
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Among the topics covered in this report are:
•

Restaurant breakfast drivers as well as the current market size and future projections.

•

Marketing strategies across many advertising media and menu and pricing promotions.

•

Menu trends over the past three years, covering multiple segments, items, preparations, and
claims.

•

Data revealing consumers’ breakfast preferences and what influences their purchase decisions.

•

Change in consumer behavior related to eating breakfast at restaurants compared to last year,
including many aspects of consumption.

•

Usage group breakdowns by demographics and their corresponding attitudes and behaviors.
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Gender differences for weekday breakfast usage
Figure 45: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (food and/or drink purchases), by gender, October 2012
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Figure 51: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (food and drink purchases), by household income, October 2012
Children influence weekday breakfast usage patterns
Figure 52: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (food and/or drink purchases), by presence of children in household, October 2012
Figure 53: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (drink purchases), by presence of children in household, October 2012
Figure 54: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (food and drink purchases), by presence of children in household, October 2012
Regional differences for weekday breakfast usage
Figure 55: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (food and/or drink purchases), by region, October 2012
Figure 56: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (drink purchases), by region, October 2012
Figure 57: Restaurant usage for weekday breakfast (food and drink purchases), by region, October 2012

Usage Deterrents for Weekday Restaurant Breakfast
Key points
Women find portions too big and service slow; men want more value
Figure 58: Usage deterrents for weekday restaurant breakfast, by gender, October 2012
Older consumers stay at home; younger consumers don’t have time
Figure 59: Usage deterrents for weekday restaurant breakfast, by age, October 2012
Lower-income groups are price sensitive; affluent are deterred by health
Figure 60: Usage deterrents for weekday restaurant breakfast, by household income, October 2012
Time constraints deter families, while other consumers don’t leave home
Figure 61: Usage deterrents for weekday restaurant breakfast, by presence of children in household, October 2012
Price, health, and skipping breakfast are deterrents for different regions
Figure 62: Usage deterrents for weekday restaurant breakfast, by region, October 2012

Ordering Methods for Weekday Restaurant Breakfast
Key points
Women prefer using drive-thru; men prefer to-go option
Figure 63: Ordering method for weekday restaurant breakfast, by gender, October 2012
As consumers age, preferences for dining in increase
Figure 64: Ordering method for weekday restaurant breakfast, by age, October 2012
Affluent consumers more likely to use to-go option rather than drive-thru
Figure 65: Ordering method for weekday restaurant breakfast, by household income, October 2012
Consumers with children tend to use drive-thru and to-go options most
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Figure 66: Ordering method for weekday restaurant breakfast, by presence of children in household, October 2012
Northeast consumers tend to order to go
Figure 67: Ordering method for weekday restaurant breakfast, by region, October 2012
Food items are ordered to go more than food and drink combinations
Figure 68: Ordering method for weekday restaurant breakfast, by purchase type, October 2012

Changes in Behavior for Weekday Restaurant Breakfast
Key points
Overview of behavior changes
Figure 69: Changes in behavior, October 2012
Women are more health-minded and eat at home; men skip meals but spend more
Figure 70: Changes in behavior, by gender, October 2012
Each age group has different needs and exhibits unique behaviors
Figure 71: Changes in behavior, by age, October 2012
Middle-income consumers cook at home; the affluent visit restaurants more
Figure 72: Changes in behavior, by household income, October 2012
Family households increased their coupon and value menu usage
Figure 73: Changes in behavior, by presence of children in household, October 2012
Western consumers are eating weekday breakfast at home more
Figure 74: Changes in behavior, by region, October 2012
Food-only consumers are most likely to order off the value menu
Figure 75: Changes in behavior, by restaurant usage for weekday breakfast, October 2012

Consumer Behavior for Weekday Restaurant Breakfast
Key points
Women place greater importance than men on healthfulness and cost
Figure 76: Consumer behavior, by gender, October 2012
Young consumers are more open to mobile ordering and portable snacks
Figure 77: Consumer behavior, by age, October 2012
Middle-income consumers rely on healthful menu items; affluent consumers break for breakfast after they get to work
Figure 78: Consumer behavior, by household income, October 2012
Family households are more likely to have kids with them during morning restaurant visits
Figure 79: Consumer behavior, by presence of children in household, October 2012
Midwesterners snack more, while Westerners look for healthful claims
Figure 80: Consumer behavior, by region, October 2012
Drink-only consumers view breakfast as a midmorning snack
Figure 81: Consumer behavior, by restaurant usage for weekday breakfast, October 2012

Consumer Attitudes Toward Weekday Breakfast
Key points
Women want greater control and options, men want larger portions
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Figure 82: Consumer attitudes, by gender, October 2012
Young consumers are interested in functional foods that also meet unique dietary restrictions
Figure 83: Consumer attitudes, by age, October 2012
Affluent consumers like ordering healthy items and off the a la carte menu
Figure 84: Consumer attitudes, by household income, October 2012
Family households are interested in functional items and are concerned about items meeting dietary and allergen needs
Figure 85: Consumer attitudes, by presence of children in household, October 2012
Regional attitudes affect consumption for weekday breakfast
Figure 86: Consumer attitudes, by region, October 2012
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